Irish Burger Chain wins a major victory against McDonald’s in “Big Mac” European
Trade Mark revocation case
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Supermac’s, an Irish burger chain which in 2017 filed an application to revoke McDonald’s’
European Trade Mark for “Big Mac”, has scored a major legal victory that potentially could
lead to the revocation of the 'Big Mac' and 'Mc' trademarks by the European Union
Intellectual Property Office.
The decision was based on findings that the global fast food chain had failed to prove that
Big Mac had been "put to genuine use in the union for the goods or services for which it is
registered" during the five years prior to the revocation request being lodged. It is potentially
a big reversal for McDonald’s, which in the past has argued that Supermac's sounds
confusingly similar to Big Mac and the company’s other famous brands.
In 2014 McDonald’s — famously defensive of its trademarks — opposed Supermac's
application for an EU trademark for its own name, on the basis of being confusingly similar to
“Big Mac”.
Supermac's managing director Pat McDonagh said his lawsuit was intended “to shine a light
on the use of trademark bullying by this multinational to stifle competition”.
The EUIPO said the affidavits submitted by McDonald’s needed to be supported by other
types of evidence, and that websites or the other promotional materials were not sufficient.
The judgement read that “it could not be concluded whether, or how, a purchase could be
made or an order could be placed,” from the website printouts. “Even if the websites
provided such an option, there is no information of a single order being placed.”
McDonald’s has a right to appeal against this decision, and a spokesman said the company
was determined to continue enforcing its trademark rights.
Comment
This case highlights some of the difficulties trade mark owners need to be aware of when
registering and enforcing trade marks. On the one hand Supermac’s does not appear to be
disputing the validity of “Big Mac” for sandwiches, but on the other, their objection seems to
be that the trade mark specification mentioned goods other than sandwiches, for which the
trade mark has not been put to genuine use.
Thus, it seems to us that should McDonald’s appeal the decision, they will have to prove to
the EUIPO that there has been genuine use for the goods in question, and specifically how a
purchase of a Big Mac could be made and an order placed. Whether such evidence would
be sufficient, or whether more evidence would be required remains to be seen. But one
lesson to take from this case is probably that companies and multinationals should be aware
that they can’t simply file trademark applications without having a genuine intention to use
the brand for all the goods that such applications cover. It also shows that smaller companies

with the right kind of advice can score major victories against large and well-resourced
multinationals. More importantly the case highlights the requirement to provide sufficient
evidence to support a fact, regardless of whether one believes that the fact is commonly
known. Large companies and multinationals cannot be complacent in proceedings by not
providing adequate and sufficient evidence even if they believe the merits of the case are in
their favour.
The full decision can be accessed here (external page)
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